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C#... Master It Today! This book will explain the fundamental aspects of the C# language. It will

teach you the tools and techniques that you can use in creating your own C# programs. If you are

looking for a comprehensive guide for the C# language, this is the book that you need.By reading

this book, you will learn the basic concepts of the C# language and object-oriented programming.

You will also discover the computer framework that you need to install before using this language.

Then, you will know how to create variables, methods, constants, and classes for your

programs.This book contains screenshots, actual codes, and practical examples. That means you

will be able to use this book even if you have never programmed anything before. With this material,

youâ€™ll master the basics of C# in no time. Here Is A Preview Of What Youâ€™ll Learn... The

Basics of C#  The Data Types and Variables of C#  The Operators The Conditional Statements of

C#   How to Create and Use Objects   Much, much more! Download your copy today!
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A very comprehensive guide in learning the C# language of programming. Its discussion is

simplified, clear and stepwise. It explains well the basics of C# language and the object-oriented

programming. It lays down how you can install this programming language, and gives you the tools

and techniques on how to create your own programs and many more. This is great for programming

beginners and even to those no programmer but just wish to learn about the language just like me.

I was browsing through books about the C# language when I found this one. The author walks you

through the basic concepts of the C# language and objected-oriented programming. You will

discover the computer framework that you need to install before using the C# language. You get to

familiarized yourself on how to create variables, methods, constants, and classes for your programs.

It also has screenshots, actual codes, and practical examples.Data types are very important in order

to become a skilled computer programmer. The two programming concepts are explained in a way

that the reader can understand it easily and quickly. The author even makes it even easier by citing

a situational example. The book also guides you in setting fields, properties, and constructors of a

customized class.I didn't fully appreciate the importance of the C# prior to reading this book. The

author focuses on how things work and how to get things done. It should be every C# programmer's

reference. This book is good for inexperienced programmers because of how the author makes a

complicated language easy to understand.

Very impressive book to learn the c# programming language..As a student of computer science

engineering, I find this book handy..Author Andrew Johansen has written it simply for better

understanding of this language...It has all the basics of C# and how to get started with making own

program. This step-by-step guide teaches to create methods, variables, constants and classes for

programs!This book comes with screenshots, codes and examples to get a closer view into this

programming language.I'm definitely using this as my reference guide..Overall, it's a good guide for

beginners to learn c# effectively :)

Beginners guides like this can be tricky because they have to simplify a complicated process like

programming. This book does that very good.The instructions in here are very gradual, basic and

clear. The author really has patience. I had no problem following it. There are good examples,

pictures and codes to illustrate everything.There could be problems for those with absolutely no

programming experience. I don't know, C# could be a bit complicated for absolute beginners, but

you can give it a try with this guide  why not.



no information at all. this book is not for even elementary school students. no explanation for them.

of course not for adults, no information at all. don't buy it. horrible book. easy to make money.

I have been looking for a good book about C# and thatÃ¢Â€Â™s why I purchased this book a few

days ago. It is a multi-paradigm programming language. The author describes about this

programming language very neatly. I am a beginner and this book really helped me a lot. If you want

to learn about this language this book will be a great solution. I would highly recommend this book

on C# coding for anyone looking to learn programming basics. Thanks to the author.

I have always wanted to learn how to program and code in Windows. This was an excellent

beginners guide for the programming language C#. I was able to learn about the different operators,

data types and variable types. I also liked the overall simple layout of this beginners guide. I didn't

feel overwhelmed while reading this technical book.The author's writing style was pretty good as

well. Andrew explained the different concepts and methods about C# in a very simple manner. I

would definitely recommend this book for beginners like me, who want to know learn the knowledge

behind C# and at least grasp the basics.

Programming languages are hard to study and every tutorial is much appreciated. When I saw this

book reading by my friend, I got it immediately because I want to learn C# too. I had fun learning on

this book because the examples are easy to understand and especially I love yellow. I hope the

author puts more example that a little bit advance programming about C#. I donÃ¢Â€Â™t know why

others donÃ¢Â€Â™t like this book. I think it is because of its title Ã¢Â€ÂœUltimateÃ¢Â€Â• but I

appreciate it.
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